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Simon Parkes is a life long experiencer of aliens, shadow people,
elementals and ufo's, these include Mantid (Mantis) beings,
Draconis Reptilian, Feline, small and tall Grey creatures,
Crystalline beings and other creatures that can't be identified.
Simon was an elected Politician and served a full term of office. 

Simon's biological mother worked for the British Security
Service, often called MI5 between 1965 -1979. However while
she was managed by British Intelligence she was in fact working
"jointly" for the National Security Agency (NSA) of America.
Her job was to type out documents that related to crashed ufo
craft that had come down all over the Earth's surface and had
then been retrieved by American special forces/recovery teams. 

Simon's Grandfather, who was a British diplomat, worked for the
foreign arm of British intelligence often called MI6. But again in
his case he was closely associated with the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) of America.  During this time he was awarded the
Order of the British empire (OBE) medal as well as the
Commander of the British Empire (CBE) medal,
however he turned down a Knighthood from the Queen.  Simon's
Grandfather was also a prominent Freemason and was Britain's
appointed diplomat to the United Nations in the late 1950's and
early 1960's .

Simon went public with his story in 2010, and since then has
toured the UK speaking at conferences, initially attacked by the
establishment media in a concerted effort to discredit him.
However an event in 2013 was to be a game changer, when
Simon was invited by the British Ministry of Defence (MOD) to
join a small party being given a tour of a secret space radar base
in the UK.  This totally confounded the established media and
has led to a far more serious appraisal of Simon's story by them.

Simon has assisted a growing number of people who have come
forward from Illuminati families/bloodlines - where they have
suffered torture and trauma, many from MILAB situations.
Simon is able to re-integrate any alternate personalities that the
individual may have, remove any Jinn/demonic possession and
"de-activate" any suicide programmes placed in the person. 

On a lighter note Simon also does Soul readings, where in most
cases is able to identify the individuals soul/star family
background.  A reasonable fee is charged for these services -
Simon is offering a nearly unique service and places the highest
value on client confidentiality - having helped people from many
countries and from widely differing backgrounds, from college
students to employees of the Rothschild's. Simon understands the
critical nature of his de-programming/healing/soul reading work
and the support that his clients need.
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A very big thank you to
Fran for making me aware
of how the Draco I called
'Dad' had been using me
to attack people and
women in particular.  I am
really pleased to say that I
have expelled him from
my life and I'm very sorry
for any harm or distress
that he has caused others
using me.
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